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ABSTRACT

Precursors necessary for the development of a full-scale predictor
display / control system have been under development since the mid 1940's.
The predictor display itself has been available for use in manual control
systems since 1958. However, the nuclear industry has not yet explored the
uses and benefits of predictor systems.

(

The purpose of this paper is to provide information on the application
of this technology to the nuclear industry. The possibility of employing a
simulation-based control system for nuclear plant systems that currently
use conventional auto / manual schemes is discussed. By employing
simulation-based systems, a predictor display could be made available to
the operator during manual operations, thus facilitating control without
outwardly affecting the overall control scheme.
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INTRODUCTION to extend tie operator's capability for maxima.
control and enhanced diagnostic decistanmaking,

.

Some operators are better than othere in antici- particularly in the training envismussat. -' s-

pating or predicting future states of control
'

systema. This is directly due to the quality and A preliminary review of the literature dealing
.

'lquantity of prior experience, knowledge, :.ad training with predictor display instrumentation [(1), (2),
in combination with such factors as notivation, and (3)] provides some hint as to way the nuclear ,,

cognitive ability, and plant instrumentation and industry has not fully examined tha applicability of (, $
'

design. predictor displays to acclear process instruserta- '_
tion. Like the coops.ter, predictor displays ha.v4

Recent advances in display irastruentatica and been viewed as a somewhat " sophisticated toy" (C
.

v

computer sim lation have provided us with the poten- with an unproven operationas track record in nu:lest .'
tify and detect anomalous plant trends and conditions based operational studies dealing with predictor ' V'tial for assisting nuclear plant operators to iden- power plants. Despite the spars'.ty of espirics11y

.

before they occur. The purpose of this paper is to displays, the few available renales lead stsong .

provide more information about these new advances riidence P.o the conclusion that predictJr instru- '

with the aim of generating interest and research for ments, in conjunction with valid models, signifi-
applying this technology in nuclear power plant cantly enhance annual control and diagnostic par-
control rooms. formance in both the training and operational

'

environment (4).
| The predictor display la one of the e. net inno- ,

,

j vative developments in manual control systras of the A review of predictor display work yields frmt -
s

|
past two decades and has been available since 1953. reasons why these devices are currently underutilizeA -
Unfortunately, this type of display is not currently in the nuclear industry:

being used in the nuclear power industry, where Specificity--Optimal configuraticin'y
.

there is a great need to predict and display process 1. Plant,

events and system states to plant operators. of predactor systems for M e class of
attlear power plants like the P M (pres-

| Nuclear power personnel who operate sophisti- surized water reactorf'is-probably not
l cated control systems rely heavily on their subjec- identical to that required on a BWR (boil-

tive ability to predict developing permeter trends ing water reactor), HTGE (high toeperature
based upon wnst the system is d,aing presently and gas cooled reactor), I?tF8E (liquid estal
what has happened in the prior history of plant f ast breeder reactor), or CANDU (Canadian

r

i parameters. Predictor displays offer tne opportunity natural uranium heavy water reactor).
' N s, configurations for predictor display

instnuentation met be " tailored" to each
indindual plant.

( 2. Veador Differenees-Predictor syscana con-
figurattons will vary as a function of '
manufacturer, e.g., Babcom and Wilcom or
Westinghouse. ,
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3. Inconolete Systems Understandint-- very well (7). It is, however, systematically

Currently, Information regarding all func- documented that an operator's performance improves
tional relationships among major or impor- dramatically when the trajectory history of a
tant parameters is incomplete; variations controlled element is displayed.*

in system dynamics and control petformance
are not completely understood. Thus it would appear that the performance of

operators typically and dominantly reflects their
4 Vintsee Differences--Plant dynamics and anticipatory or predictive abilities associated with

tdiosyncrasies to procedures and operations correctly prescribing what control actions will most
vary to a steat extent due to plant vin- quickly and accurately affect the future state of
tage. For esample, a General Electric BWR the system being controlled. Assuming this is true,
of 10 years ago is very different from it is unfortunate that the applicability of predictor

those General Electric BWR's due to come displays in commercial nuclear power systems has not
on line tu the near futura. Predictor been addressed. The fact that a relatively inexperi-
displays will have to be fine tuned to enced cperatur's perf ormance tends to improve with
reflect these differences in plant vintage. experience and time might suggest that experience is

enhancing the operator's ability to anticipate and
Manual Control Research predict parameter changes independently of training

Sheridan (2) presented a brief, interesting or advancements in conventional control / display
history of manual control research. He reported hardware.^

that formal study in the area began about 1900 under DEFINITIONS AND CONCE/ISthe 6eadral heading of psychomotor skilla. How-
ever, widespread and self-conscious interest in human Predictor Displavs

operator control systees did not occur until rather Predictor displays generally employ a fast-time
obvious problems emerged during the operstional use simulation produced by a mathematical model of the
of numerous weapon systems maployed during World system being controlled to present an expected trend
Wer II. Human- and machine-response lags were of plot of system parameters to a control operator via
concern because they often resulted in intolerable cathode ray tube, or other visual display device.
control errors. Each predicted parameter is generated by this model,

which is tica scale accalerated. Plant parameter

During the latter part of World War II, information is transmitted to the fast-time model
Tus tin (5) applied the theory of linear servomecha- via sensing transducers within the actual plant.
nisms in an attempt to mathematically model the human Taking transducer-generated data, the model reiter-
operator. Sheridan noted that research on " sided" stively computes or updates discrete predictions of
tracking systems was being conducted. There is the actual system's projected future state. In
apparently some question regarding the development essence, a predictor display can tell an operator
period of another major control system innovation vnet to expect regarding the future state of selected
known as " quickening." Sheridan credits Birmingham plant parameters as a function of initiated or
and Taylor (6) as the developers of that system, omitted control actions.
while Kelley (3) holds that some investigators have
traced research on quickening devices (otherwise Predictor displays offer a unique control

known as " command" instruments) back to shortly advantage, particularly in the diagnosis and control
,after World War I. In any event, both " aiding" and of developing system trends where the ability to
" quickening" must be regarded as significant mile- anticipate future system change is advantageous.
stones in the development of man-aschine control These advantages have been well documented in sub-
systems. marine collision research. The results of one study

showed significantly better operator control with
Prediction Research predictor displays than with all other displays

Human control operators repetitively perform tested under identical conditions.
sequential elementary tasks such as monitaring flow
races and temperature to make certain that there is In summary, a "true" predictor instrument pre-

,

no difference between a parameter's desired value diets the future state of a controlled vehicle or'

and the actual value. If a discrepancy is noted, process, i.e., it displays to the operator one or

the operator may adjust a control to compensate for more future states of parameter values of a system,
the difference in the parameter of interest. During as well as its present state or value. The projected
enis process of human action followed by system time period in which prediction occurs is variable
reaction and feedback, the operator is attempting to and contingent on a number of system factors.
predict the outcome state of the individual parame-
ter. Without predictive information, the frequency Classification

and speed of the operator's corrective actions are At least two classes of prediction fidelity

greatly limited by his or her abilities plus the outlined by Bernotat and Widlok (8) are useful in
timelag of the system in response to his or her describing predictor instrument capabilities and
actions. As task complexity increases, the intro- applications. Class 1 prediction requires the actual
duced timelags contribute to the rise in probable model equation of the controlled system and its
errors of omission or commission. derivatives. For example, to predict the future

location of an aircraft, the present position, veloc-'

Research focusing on the degree to which oper- ity, acceleration, :ste of acceleration, etc., would

stars employ a cognitive or pradictive model in be required. Extrapolating futura position is
different types of control tasks has been disappoint- accomplished by using a power series (an infinite
ingly limited. Limited evidence on this subject series whose terms are successive integral powers of
suggests that human operators do not have a a variable multiplied by constants), typically
cegnitive model that predicts first- or higher-order Taylor's series, which is repetitively computed to
derivatives from compensatory or pursuit displays provide continuous updating of a predictor di. play.

2
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Class 1 prediction does not account for the operating environments are not constant. For exas-

unique response characteristics of a controlled sys- ple, power levels, neutron density, core temperature,

tem; extrapolation is based on a purely mathematical primary flow rate, volume, and core liquid levels
cocputation. Clearly, two vehicles having entirely are continuously interactive and are not constant.

* diff erent response characteris tics would respond Other variable s are power demand, grid distribution
,

differently to the same initial conditions. Thus, requfrasents, and fuel levels. Consider the complex
under Class 1 prediction, the actual controlled sys- interrelationships between system variables and
tea will progressively depart from the predicted states as a function of one system parameter change.

trajectory of the process parameters by an amount For example, the open relief valve on the pressurizer
contingent on its specific response characteristics. at Three Mile Island caused dramatic changes in a

number of parameters, including vessel level.
Bernotat and Widlok (8) note that Class 1 pre-

diction is applicable to stabilization and guidance Control Aiding

tasks where very short prediction spana can provide Aiding is a control method of compensating for
useful inputs (e.g., Bernotat and Widlok (9) and the operator's relative inability to obtain predi-

Bernotat. Day, and Vidlok (10)]. Much of the work ctive information from the display. Its utility is

here has involved a one-dimensional display showing generally limited, however, to systems having con-
a single projected endpoint; i.e., the end of the stant rates. As the dynamics of a system depart
prediction span, although some have dealt with two from constancy, the rate component becomes progres-
dimensions, in which the entire predicted trajectory sively less useful. Since rate must be the primary
was shown. aode of control in high-inertia systems (aircraf t),

the amount of aiding that can be practicably included
Class 2 prediction includes the actual value of in such systems is severely limited.

the controlled system, its derivatives, and the con-
trolled system's response dynamics. The predictor Aiding, originally developed f6. Tunnery track-
instrument of this class is a logical and innovative ing tasks, will help an operator track a 'oving tar-

derivation from a concept introduced by Liebels and get by modifying the control output. Figurw 1A
Paynter (11). These researchers proposed a casouting shows a blocked diagram of a) an unaided and b) an~

system with two-time scale for a totally automacic aided tracking system to illustrate the aiding
control system; in effect, two computer-simulated concept.

models of a vehicle. One was a real-time model that _

simulated the actual dynamics of the vehicle or (a) $ Mecnanismprocess; the other was a fast-time model that
- g Man Control g

(damped 3extrapolated real-time dynamics, including controls .
joy stick) oinputs, and predicted future status. Like the com- ] e

mand instrument, the concept proposed by Lisbols and ,,_
g g

- -

g = Outputi

voltagePaynter presupposed a precomputed trajectory. Thus, inout g o ,
7discrepancies between predicted and desired future q |

status could be rapidly and repetitively computed
'

and fed to a high-speed, automatic controller that
subsequently eliminates the discrepancies * (a) Tracking with no aiding: damped joy stick

A current predictor instrument of the Class 2 (b) h,

variety is an example of designing the machine to 3 gl Man Control Mecnanism

etc.) the person to fit the machice. While it com.
-j (damped ,fit the person, rather than to design (select, train, ig joy stic,k) o

! $ ]
Outputi

pensates for man's inherent response lags and rela-
In u. O voltagetive lack of predictive capability, it siso frees , ,

man's outstandios parceptual and intellectual capa-
bilities, provirnos considerable flexibility in using
displayed predictive information. Present and future
status of a vehicle or process is usually displayed (b) Tracking with aidmg: damped joy stick
on a cathode ray tube, including the actual extrapo-
laced trajectory from present position to some pre- Tig. 1A ALied and unaided tracking systems.
selected temporal point. Thus, the instruent uses
the information computed by the real- and f ast-time Aiding has been found to facilitate operator
models suggested by Lisbolz and Paynter and replaces nerformance significantly on negligible inertia sys-
their autosacic controller with the human operator. tems such as electronic forcing functions (12). '

Further increases in performance levels have been
Applications of Claes 2 prediction, like those observed with controls having higher-order dynamics,

of Class 1, include stabilization and guidance. such as acceleration and rate of change of accelera-

Because of the greater accuracy of extrapolations tion (13,14). Aiding has a relatively less positive
that take into account systen-response dynamics, effect on high-inertia systems that have inherent
Class 2 prediction spans can be inach longer. On the and significant response less (15). A high-inertia
other hand, the two-time-scale e deling scheme system cannot be displayed instantaneously and it is
neither provides perfect extrapolations, nor does it obvious that its associated controls must be predomi-
permit prediction spans of unlimited length. nantly race-driven with very small aiding-time con-

stants, for example 0.1 to 0.15. Larger constants

In effect, Class 2 prediction assumes a constant will cause the controlled system to undergo inter-

medium for the system under control. For many sittent " jerks " which can be dangerous to both the
applications, particularly nuclear power plants, system and the operator.
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Quickenine (commaand Instruments) cannot "see" the trajectory or associated character-

A second metnoo of compensating for the oper- istics of the controlled system. However, system-
ator's relative inability to obtaia derivative or status inforw eion via supplementary, conventional

predictive informatio'n is termed quickening (6). instruments can be made available in conjunction with
Although aiding operates directly on the controlled command displays. Thus, a control system having
system, quickening methods f action only indirectly commaand and status instruments has a great deal of
by providing a simplified display input to the oper- flexibility. But such a control system still does
ator, who sube squently responds through a conven- not appear to be nearly as flexible as that of the

tional controller. "true" predictor display, which presents both status
and ordered information in a sicale display, and

Quickening devices (command instruments) are alto shows future status by extrcpolating present
not predictor instruments. Although this statement conditions.
seems valid, a caae could be made for stating that a
command inscriament is a subset within the predictor- Since most nuclear control systema cannot be
instrument family. fully automated, i.e., paramett,r ranges cannot be

completely precomputed, command displays may have
Command displays employ a computer that performs limited application in nucicar control rooms.

integrations, dif ferentiations, and other higner-
order computations ordinarily performed by the human DESC11PTION OF PRIDICTOIL DISPLAYS
operator, of ten with considerable difficulty and
questionable fidelity. In effect, the command Figure in shows a block diagram of the Class 2
display " tells" the operator what kind of control predictor instrument. The following is a description
response is required in order to maintain a desired, from Kelley (16), its inventor:
precomputed trajectory. The operator thus functions
as a simple amplifier.

es u U4A command display can be considered a type of
predictor instriament since it is used in conjunction
with a precomputed parameter history or trajector 7
wnich is, by definition, predictable. The display ~Stancaro Contml

presents the effects of the operator's control
*predactor Output
display M M@

as= ==~

actions before they are taken and indicates exactly (ogegnoscop , ' ' ' #'}what to do to achieve a desired future system state. type)
The principal attribute of a predictor instrument is
its ability to indicate what to do to achieve a Control g

desired future state. Another important similarity Future-
Prosthn ,
,ign

,
signal | Input

between the two displays, though only indirectly time - . Initial y

conditionsrelated to prediction, is the fact that very little signal Fas*-time
formodelstraining is required of an operator to perform the (time model of Sensing

"
control task with considerable accuracy. from system instruments

reset) controlled
Since a computer calculates the exact corrective

'

| control response required of an operator, it is clear Control
that a command-display system and a fully automated Roset signal

'IS"*3control system differ only in that the former employs s6gnal for
a htasan operrt.r to perform a simple programmed prediction
response ther the latter performs by an automatic

Pmgrammer
controller.

(generates

The reader who is unf amiliar with comunand sys. Cyclic assumed
meet Con W=tems might togically question their utility since RosetM C' adonthey employ a human instead of a (psrhaps) more signal

reliable automatic controller. In many applications, during

the automatic controller is preferable. However, in omd6ction)
those situations where some deviation from a pre-
computed (operating) range is desirable but imprat- Fig. 18 Manual control system using a standard
tical to preprogram because of a large nunoer of predictor instrument (Class 2).
contingencies, a command display is the superior
system. In such cases, the operator may deviate "The heart of the predictor instrument is the

from the ordered control signal by either over- or fast-time model of the system controlled. This

under-compensating for the displayed error. In so model could be mechanical, electro-mechanical,
doing, however, control accuracy will be reduced. or electronic, using either anlaag or digital

methods. We will suppose the fast-time model
As emphasized by Kelley (3), "A commaand display is a simulation by means of a repetitive elec-

does not tell the operator what is happening but tronic analog computer. Sensing instruments in

instead tells him what to do." For example, if an the real system provide M inals which are
aircraf t maneuver is required to attain a desired transduced into D.C. voL oges and scaled to

altitude, a comunand display will indicate only a equal the voltages representing corresponding
required control response. It will not present sys- quantities in the analog model. In this way,

tem status; e.g., current altitude, rate of change the sensing instruusnes provide initial con *i-
in altitude, etc. Without status information, the tions for the analog system, conditions which
operator depends entirely on an error signal and begin each cycle of its operation. If the

cyclic resetting device resets 50 times per

4
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second and the analog operates on a time scale Thus, the operator inputs a continuous series of
500 times that of real time, the scalog system exploratory control actions, based on the relation
will represent the period from present time to of the predicted trajectory to the desired trajec- ,

10. seconds (actually 9.98 seconds) into the tory, eventually reducing the nusoer and magnitude j
future. The predictor instrument is completed of such actions as the predicted and desired trajec- 1

by using a signal from the output of the analog tories converge. As noted by Kelley et al. (17), i

system to operate an indicator. This indicator this control mode is not the most efficient for ]

presents a signal corresponding to all or part specific applications, such as spacecraft maneuvers .

)of the prediction period. for which fuel consumption rates are critical. On
the other hand, when time is critical and fuel con-

"The " programmer" is a simple device, which sumption rates are not particularly important, the

represents the assumed control action of the on-line mode has advantages over off-line control. |

Ioperator during the prediction period. Since
the future consists of a range of possible Off-line control is identical to on-line con- I

values of the variable controlled, which are trol, except that control actions are directly input j

primarily dependent on the control action of to the controlled system until such time that the j

the operator, one or a limited number of control operator concludes that the results of the " optimal"
actions sust be selected and programmsed." control accion, as reflected on the predictor dis-

play, comprise ene best of all possible actions
An example of predictor display application to attempted. In effect, the operator's control is

a boiling water reactor is shown in Figures Za, b, directly coupled to the predictor display, but only
c, d. This display concerns itself with control of indirectly coupled to his control, via a switching
reactor vessel water level. The use of this display mechanism. Thus, the operator manipulates the con-
would be directed at startup, shutdown, and low power trol until the predicted trajectory is the desired

operations when ma.nual control is in effect. trajectory and then activates a switch to input the
selected control action. Kelley (3) notes that the

The example shown is a trend display with the selected control action may be the operator's most
trending parameter projected. Current parameter recent manipulation or one that has been placed in
value is always displayed at the 0 see ordinate. storage.

Past trends are to the left and future trends to the
rignt. Figure 2a is indicative of a condition in It is evident that off-line control presupposes

which actual feed flow does cot quite match required the luxury of at least a few seconds to explore the
fuel flow. Figure 2b indicates the menner in which potential effects of various control actions. When
the display would respond if the operator were to such time periods of control inactivities are ande-
grossly overcorrect for the slowly decreasing level streable or dangerous, on-line control is clearly

in Figure 2a. The undesirability of this control preferable. For many applications, initial control
action is iussediately obvious and the operator can errors and, where relevant, additional fuel consump-

readbst the controls to obtain a prediction similar tion attributable to on-line control will probably

to that in Figure 2c. This type of transient will be of negligible importance. -

allow an easy transition into a steady state condi-
tion such as that in Figure 2d. The dynamics of A third mode of control relevant to the topic

control in those operating regimens impose several of this paper is supervisory control. In this mode,

events that will affect vessel water level. These primary control would be automatic. However, a
events include the necessity of realigning flow secondary control capability would be available via
routes, the density changes produced during hestup a human operator and an override control mechanism.
and cooldown, and the need for maintaintng the proper Strictly speaking, the entire control system would
differential pressure between the feed-injection be on line, while the automatic and manual components

|
nozzle and the reactor vessel. Added to these events would be on-line and off-line modes, respectively.

are the effects (both transient and permanent)
produced by changes in feed flow and steam flow. Two methods of supervisory control are possible,

varying in the degree of " pureness" of the off-line
With these compounding effects present, the component. If the utomatic control system malfunc-

operator has diffi:ulty in predicting future trends tions, manual backup becomes essential. The operator
based on past trends and making precise control may have little or no time to explore the utility of

adjus tme nts. Instead, control met be accomplished various control inputs and will thus function in an

by trial and error, i.e., making a control on-line mode, having only the displayed effects of
I adjus tment/weiting for the realting trend to become the last inputs from the automatic controller to use

evident-read jus t the controis-etc. It would be in selecting the first inputs. If the automatic
,

| desirable to let the operator "see" what the future control malfunctions, but time is not critical or if

| effects of the control action are as they are made, the automa;ic system functions oc,rmally but unantic-
| Considering the present state of estimation theory (pated events demand manual override, the operator

and f ast-time simulation, this is a realistic may function predominantly in the of f-line mode.
statement.

The EWR Water-Level Control System
,

| Control Modes in the watsr-level control example, we assumed

Iwo fundamental types of control modes can be that tha operator performed all control actions

emploved with essentially identical predictor dis- manually, but manual control is valid only for a
plays, on-line and off-line (17). For on-line con- limited set of plant conditions. For this reason,
trol, each control action hv the operator is input the supervisory-control system is the one most
to both the controlled system ud the prediction applicable to the SWR water-level control mechanism.
sodel and innadiately reflected on en. needictor A supervisory control system will allow control of

display. It can be likened to " trial and erfst vessel inventory through the entire range of normal
behavior" in f ast time with real-time effects. plant conditions (see Figure 3). It is also similar

5
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Predictive display of the water level for a BVR reactor vessel.
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Manual .ircraft and targets with land-based observers in
control signal missile test and evaluation of air combat monitoring,

f" ~ ~~'" 7 VTOL (vertical takeoff and landing aircraft) and

I helicopter hovering, and landing an aircraft aboard
| unstable platforms; i.e., aircraft carriers.

A ln. g
******f* 8"**"'

Condensate | Reactor .

c ya ha ( an a a d Ulbrich,

feedwat#f 16 in- | vessel (25) have shown that use of predictor display factl-
system

| itates operator performance in an o^ ital rendezvous
task. Each study also demonstrated snat less fuel

I was consumed with the off-line mode than with the
g L,9 on-line mode. McCoy and Frost (24) also noted that

naive subjects were able to perform the rendeavous
| task with essentially no training whatsoever. ,

WA
!co.ntrol signal I#'*

display *l More accurate attitude control and less fuela- - - q g
| expenditure were similarly found by Besco (25, 26)',

,

| WA p 7 in a three-axis spacecraft control task. In this

Plant Q ast time | control U _] investigation, test pilots corrected rapidly changing
Finputs to ) , ,3 station O O thrust disturbances more precisely with predictor

update I displays than with the best alternative displays.
simulation {

modW . -- --J Manual
Auto control signal control Oceanaoina vessels

station oceangoing ships, particularly large tankers,
have exceedingly long response lags. Maneuvers suchK2m -

as docking must be perforund at relatively slow
Fig. 3 Conceptual arrangement of a simulation- speeds. Predictor displays can ainimize the Ifects

driven, supervisory-control system. of such response legs and permit greater maneuvering
speeds. Predictor displays have beeu applied to

eo existing analog control systems, with the excep- oceangoing vessels (Kelley (27). In one of the first
tion of the predictive feature in the control system. laboratory tests of the predictor display, Kelley

found it provided excellent depth control of a

The major difference that the operator would sim isted high-speed submarine.
find with the predictive system as opposed to a con-
ventional analog control system would be the presence Four types of displays in a submarine maneuver-
of a predictive display. The difference in the auto- ing task were evaluated, including symbolic, a nta t
matic control mode would be almost unnoticeable to analog, quickening, and predictor displays. Altho"h
the operator, the major change being that the auto- the researchers found no differences of tracking

matic control signal is generated by a simistion error between displays, the predictor display was
model rather than a conventional analog controller. significantly superior to the others in a subtask
However, in a manual control situation, the presence that involved the avoidance of a homing torpedo.
of the predictor display would greatly improve the
operator's performance for both the off-line and PROBI. EMS AND REC 099 ENDED RESEARCH

on-line podes.
Despite the potential of the predictor display

APPLICATIONS AND PREDICTION DISPLAY RESEARCH and the fact that it has been in existence since
1958, the quantity and the depth of the accumisted

Since its initial appearance (1), the predictor research associated with it has been minimal. No
instrismant has been proposed for use in a wide vari- comprehensive set of studies has yet evaluated the
ety of control systems, either for primary, secon- application of the predicter display to a nuclear
dary, or backup control. Kelley, for example, instrumentation system. Nor has a series of inter-
suggested that it would be ideally suited for sub- related, multivariable experiments been conducted to
marine depth control. It has been proposed that it derive optima predictor display configurations.
be used to provide aircraft pilots with predicted Perhaps some of the experiments conducted initially ,

takeoff points and last, safe-stop points. A number might best be described as demonstrations. On the )

of investigators envisioned a need for predicted path other hand, the overall findings and implications ;

information for controlling lunsr robot vehicles and are impressive; viz., that predictor displays usually |
'

for guiding spacecraft in reentry tasks; e.g., Cohen outperform conventional displays for a number of
(18), Kelley (19), and Austin and Ryken (20). different control tasks. Nevertheless, much work is

.

Fogarty [ cited in (21)) indicated that a predictor needed before the display can be thorour%1y under-
display would facilitate a range safety officer's stood and its operational applications are firmly
task by providing additional information ebout mis- established.
site flights and impact points. Price, Honsberger,

~

and Erenta (22) proposed the use of a predictor dis- Training and Coerational Use
play instrtssent for a variety of manual control and The most taportant question to be answered is
flight management functions in connection with the the ultimate worth of the predictor display for
Supersonic Transprt. training and operational use. Kelley (1,27) has

noted that with the use of a predictor display,

other potential applications include controlling novice operators of fairly comp!ra nutrol systems
nuclear power plants, docking large seagoing ves- can become relatively expert vitain a rather short

sels, controlling complex aircraf t maneuvers such as time. To advance the state of the art, it appears

terrain-f ollowing, depicting relative position of inescapable that predictor instruments should be

S
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incorporated into the many trainers and sim istors 2. Sheridan, T. B., "The Human operator in Control
se nuclear power plants. The software should be Instrumentation," Progress in Control Engineer-
written in a manner that could easily be modified to ing. Heywood and Company Ltd., London , 1962.
eccommodate plant changes and updates. -

3. Kelley, C. R., Manual and Automatic Control,

Kelley, Mitchell, Wargo, and Prosio (28) contend John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1968.
that:

" Manual control is a function of the operator's s'ys: Ahtask A MW' I*
I*'

M2M,
* I* ** ** **N * *****

N
information acquisition and processing, predic- TecWeal hhatka WW, June M.
tion, and motor skille. Further, it has been
indicated that each of these component skills 5. Tustin, A., An lavestigation of the Operator's
contributes to, or is the result of, the predic- Response in Manust Control of a Power Driven
tiun process. Manual control is primarily a Gun," C.S. Memo No. 169, Metropolitan-Vicker
cognitive skill and as such, learning to control Electrical Company Ltd., Sheffield, England,
is principally a matter of developing an inter- g 9g *
nel predictive model of the system to be
* ** ** 6. Birmingham, H. P. and Taylor, F. V., "A Human

They hold that the predictor display aids in the Engineering Approach to the Design of Man-
development of an internal predictive model by pro- Operated Continuous Control Systems," Report
viding the operator with imediate and clear feedback No. 4333, April 1954 U.S. Naval Research
about the ultimata effects of control actions. It Laboratory Washington, D.C.
would then follow that as learning progresses, the
utility of the predictor display would diminish. If 7. Smith, R. L., and Lyman, J., Perfornisce Studies
this theory is true, the real potential of predictor on the NOTS-UCIA Tracking sim ator: an inves-
displays lies in the training envira==aat, rather tigation of operator predictive behavior on two-
than in the operational setting and future dimensional t spensatory tracking," Technical
experiments. Report No. 67-32, UCLA, Los Angeles, Calif.,

1967.
It is anticipated that future research will

find predictor displays that will remain superior 8. Bernotat, R. and Widlok, H., " Prediction
over conventional displays for very complex control Display," presented w the MIT-NASA Working
tasks that cannot be fully mastered by operators Conference on Manua, control, Cambridge, Mass.,
even with extensive experience. On the other hand, Feb. 1966.

,

it is possible that predictor displays will also be
superior for simpler control tasks under stressful 9. Berno:st, R. and Widlok H., " Principles and
conditions. This suggestion follows from the known Applications of Prediction Displays," Ingtitute
relation between error rate and stress. Predictor of Navigation Journal, Vol.19,1%6,

displays provide extremely simplified inforestion to pp. 361-370.
operators and tell them more about the future status
of the system rather than what to do. It would not 10. Bernotat R. , and Day, D.; and Widlok, H. , " Die
be surprising to find the operator's perforesce under Voranseige als anthropotechnisches Hilfsmittel
stress to be less affected when using predictor bei der Fuhrung van Fahrzengen," Forschungs-
displays than when employing conventional displays. berichte des Landes Nordrhein-Westf alen Nr.

1893, Jan.1967.

CONCLUSIONS
11. Lisbols, H., and Paynter, H. M., " Possibilities

The sophistication of advanced control and dis- of a Two-Time Scale Computing System for Control
play technologies are, unfortunately, not used for j and Simlation of Dynamic Systems", Proceedings
nuclear power plant applications. As a result, t of the National Electronics Conference, 1954,.

operators alone bear mch of the control responsi- pp. 214-223.
bility there. It seems evident then that more
advanced display and control technology should be 12. Seidenstein S. R., Chernikoff, R., and
transferred to the nuclear industry to augment the Taylor, F. V., "The Relationship of Retinal-Gain
operator's capability and enhance plant safety. Index to Systes Performance," Report No. 5548,

1960. U.S. Naval Research Laboratory,
One enjor and promising innovation is the pre- Washington, D.C.

dictor display. Seventeen years of research on this
instruent have yielded almost unequivocal findings- 13. Chernikoff, R., Bowen, J. H., and

that the predictor display greatly facilitates haan Birmingham, H. P., "A Comparison of Zero-order
( performance on a wide array of complex control tasks and Fourth-order Aided Compensatory Systems as

(4). The next step is to examine the applicability a Function of Course Frequency," Report
of this technique to nuclear control rooms. No. 5262, 1959, U. S. Naval Research Laboratory,

Washington, D.C.
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